QUARTERLY
UPDATE

Dear Clients and Friends,

Welcome Spring!

Like most of you, we have been sequestered waiting out the Pandemic. After being in “lock-down” for

nearly a year, it is with great joy we’ve seen the economy begin to re-open, in-person schooling resuming, and restaurants
being allowed to open up their indoor spaces.
With the spread of the global pandemic and unprecedented global closing of economies, the equity markets staged a
historic rapid correction of over 30% last March and April, followed by an almost equally historic rapid recovery of over 35%
(which was heavily skewed to the technology sector), for the S&P 500.

In response to the Pandemic, Wells Fargo Investment

Institute has been frequently updating their 2021 Outlook reflecting the most current economic and pandemic conditions, and
we are delivering these updates to you via our weekly summary emails every Thursday (if you are not presently receiving these
updates and would like to, please send us an email or call Wendy, at 303-670-4904).

GDP is now anticipated to average

5.7% for the year, with the S&P 500 index at 4,200 – 4,400 for 2021 (presently 3,945), and inflation averaging 2.5%.
With the onset of the Pandemic, our technology partner, Wells Fargo & Company, accelerated development of several
enhanced technologies enabling us to provide better service despite social distancing and lockdowns. Many of our forms our
now available for “eSignature” using DocuSign allowing you to sign documents at your convenience, no matter where you are,
using your internet connected device. When you log into your HWMG Wells Fargo Advisors account you’ll be able to access
and

sign

documents,

including

ACH

Money

Transfer

agreements,

Authorization for fund transfers and new account paperwork.
statements through their mobile device.
right menu dropdown.

domestic

and

foreign

bank

wire

requests,

Letter

of

Also, clients with mobile devices have a new way to access

After signing into your account, look for a “Statements & Docs” option in the top

Choosing this option takes you to a screen where you can select the account, document type, and

statement date. After tapping “View Results,” you can toggle between “Statements” and “Inserts” and choose the available
document(s) you desire.
Our featured book this issue couldn’t be more timely, “safely” transporting us to one of my favorite regions, the Northern
Italian mountains, vineyards and seaside.

If you’re suffering from cabin fever as we are, you’ll truly enjoy our friend Bobby

Stuckey’s new cookbook and travel guide, “Friuli Food and Wine,” co-authored with Lachlan Mackinnen-Patterson and
Meredith Erikson. If you live in Colorado, you may recognize Bobby and Lachlan as co-owners of Frasca Food and Wine and
Pizzeria Locale in Boulder, and Tavernetta in Denver..

We have a very limited number of copies available for our clients -

please call Wendy at 303-670-4904, to receive your complimentary copy while supplies last (note, Wells Fargo Advisors
Financial Network does not endorse or recommend this book).

Sincerely,

Randolph Huiting, CFA, CFP®
President
Huiting Wealth Management Group
Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network

Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network did not assist in the preparation of this report, and its accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed. The opinions
expressed in this report are those of Randy Huiting and are not necessarily those of Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network or its affiliates. The material has been
prepared or is distributed solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy any security or instrument or to participate in any trading
strategy. Wells Fargo Investment Institute, Inc. is a registered investment adviser and wholly-owned subsidiary of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., a bank affiliate of
Wells Fargo & Company. *S&P 500 Index: The S&P 500 Index consists of 500 stocks chosen for market size, liquidity, and industry group representation. It is a
market value weighted index with each stock's weight in the Index proportionate to its market value. Investment products and services are offered through Wells
Fargo Advisors Financial Network, LLC (WFAFN), Member SIPC, a registered broker-dealer and a separate non-bank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company.
Huiting Wealth Management Group is a separate entity from WFAFN.
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WHAT IS RANDY UP TO?
Randy approached the Pandemic shutdown with explorative zeal, pursing all
varieties of activities which would have previously involved some sort of travel, now
available while “sheltering in place” enabling him to experience even more than he
would have traveling! Using Zoom for the first time, Bob and Randy had a cooking
class in the office with acclaimed chef Massimo Bottura, direct from Modena, Italy!
Randy followed up with a series of Zoom cooking classes during the New York City
Food and Wine Festival, with Yotam Ottolenghi, Rocco DiSpirito, Jet Tila, and
Jonathan Waxman (check out www.nycwf.org for the 2021 line-up).

Another new discovery, finding “92nd Street Y,” a NYC treasure, Randy recently
attended a Zoom cooking class with a favorite author, Susan Herrmann Loomis
(Plat du Jour – French Dinners Made Easy) from her Paris kitchen. Coming up are
Zoom travel guides to North and South Italy, several author/chef classes, including
Jason Wang (Xi’an Famous Foods), Reem Kassis (The Arabesque Table), Italy’s
Motor Valley: Fast Cars, Slow Food, and Hsiao-Ching Chou (Vegetarian Chinese
Soul Food). Not to mislead you about 92Y, they aren't just cooking programs, the
also have a large number of Zoom classes and lectures on everything from art,
history, literature, and numerous learning experiences – enjoy them at 92y.org!

Not wanting to focus solely on food, Randy discovered online class program,
MasterClass, and he and Wendy try to watch one every week. Topics include
business,

science

&

technology,

design

and

style,

music,

wellness

and

food!

Lecturers include: Alicia Keys, Yotam Ottolenghi, Tony Hawk, Sara Blakely, Thomas
Keller, Gordon Ramsay, Chris Hadfield, Malcom Gladwell, Martin Scorsese, Steve
Martin,

Carlos

Santana

and

Annie

Leibovitz.

If

you’d

like

to

check

it

out

(www.masterclass.com), send us an email to receive a couple of free passes.

While travel has been problematic, Randy was able to do a long weekend
retreat in Puerto Vallarta at the Garza Blanca Resort, and is looking forward to
visiting his family in Northern Michigan in April (yes! Randy is now vaccinated!), wine
country weekend in Los Olivos, visit with his younger daughter Erin in San Francisco,
and a long delayed trip to Barbados in the fall. Given the continued uncertainty in
Europe, return trips to France, Italy and Switzerland on are hold until next spring
and fall – something to look forward to!
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WHAT IS CANDY UP TO?
Candy is up to…what probably a lot of you were up to in the last
year,

nothing

much!

No

adventure

travels,

no

exciting

outings…

instead just a lot of days that seem like “Groundhog Day” reruns!
A beautiful new office to work in, but I worked remotely for much
of the year and found it actually very enjoyable! At any rate, our
hairy children, Rocky & Charlie, are now totally spoiled and we are
not sure how they will do when things are back to “normal”.

For someone who ate out most of the time, Bob and I learned
the total enjoyment of cooking at home, with a much-improved,
healthier diet. As such, we were fortunate not to gain the total 17
pounds that supposedly was the average weight gain for many
people, over the last year.

I am always reading a lot of business related information, but
since we were in a pandemic, I decided to bring a book off the
bookshelf that I purchased years ago, but never read; “The Great
Influenza – The Epic story of the Deadliest Plague in History” by John
M. Barry.

Besides a very interesting history on the evolution of

modern day medicine, I learned a lot about what we are going
through now versus the 1918 Influenza. They say, “History does not
repeat itself, but often rhymes”. Well, this time it seems there was a
lot of repetition!

This last year was a year of reflection, rethinking and determining
what is really important in life. I certainly hope we will continue to
see a great improvement and move into whatever the new normal
is…but I also have to say that amazingly, I appreciated the quietness
that this year brought to me.

Photo: Sunrise over Sanchez Reservoir near San Luis, Colorado
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Opportunities with Zoom!
Despite the Pandemic’s dreadfulness, a few positive things
have

emerged.

technology

One

enabling

of

course,

people

to

is

the

work

rapid

enhancement

remotely

from

home.

of
A

relatively formerly obscure company called Zoom was propelled
into the mainstream due to it’s ease of use and low cost, being
free to most individual users.
While you can participate in a Zoom call without an account,
there are some benefits to having an account. The basic account
is free, and you can host up to 100 participants for up to 40
minutes, and unlimited one-on-one meetings. With an account,
you can upload your photo which can act as a placeholder if your
video is turned off, and default your account to sign in with both
the

microphone

and

video

defaulted

to

“off”

(that’s

my

preference). Once you are in the meeting, you can toggle either
on or off as you desire.
With the free account you can proactively schedule Zoom
meetings which send an email invite to your participants. One
benefit

of

Zoom

over

Apple

FaceTime,

is

you

can

share

your

“screen,” so if you have a photo or slideshow, you can share it
with

all

internet

participants.
service,

you

As

long

can

as

include

all

participants

participants

have

from

good

locations

worldwide.
Setting up your free account is easy. First download the
application on your smartphone, tablet or computer (I've installed
Zoom on all three of my devices). You’ll need access to your email
account to verity your profile and confirm a password. Click on
“Sign Up” on the welcome page and follow their instructions.
Once you have your account set up, you can schedule events with
individuals

or

groups

of

participants

–

they

do

not

need

an

account to participate. Also, you can set up your “screen name”
and upload the picture of your choice for your placeholder (shows
when your video is turned off).
During the pandemic, Zoom has been used for all sorts of
activities including wine tastings, virtual book club, cocktail hour,
cooking, games, as well as numerous travel and leisure programs
provided by continuing education providers, chefs, vineyards, the
list is nearly endless!
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Italy
Italy is the fifth most populous country in Europe and has the eighth
largest economy in the world (2020 GDP = $2.07 trillion).
Italy's birthrate is the second lowest in the Western world.

About a third

of male children live with their parents until their mid 30's.
Italy has the highest number of UNESCO World Heritage sites (53).
More than three-quarters of Italy is either mountainous or hilly.
The University of Bologna was founded somewhere around the year 1000
and is still a highly regarded university today.

Officially it is said the

University was founded in 1088.
There are currently more than 500 different types of pasta eaten in Italy.
In 2018, Italy was the leading European producer of wine with an output
of about 1.3 billion gallons, followed by France and then Spain.
In Central Italy, Caldari di Ortona, there is a fountain that flows red
wine 24 hours a day.

It is free to everyone, but it is primarily to quench

the thirst of those taking the Camino di San Tommaso pilgrimage.
The World’s longest tunnel–Gotthard Base Tunnel–runs from Switzerland
to Italy. It took 17 years to build and is 35 miles long.
The Italian town of Acciaroli has a disproportionately high number of
centenarians in its population of about 2,000.

The town is famous for

its low rates of heart disease and Alzheimer’s. The residents of the town
eat a diet heavy in fish and olive oil, which could be one of the reasons

UKODUS

for their good health in the old age.

The name “sudoku” is abbreviated from the
Japanese suuji wa dokushin ni kagiru, which means
“the numbers (or digits) must remain single.”

Answer to puzzle on page 11
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